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Abstract 
When I first read The Shadow Lines, l was a graduate student in the US, battling through the maze of too-
much-theory, multiple fraught subject positions and the various options for post-colonial mimicry. As a 
novel about border-crossings, hybrid subjects and post-colonial travels, The Shadow Lines fitted very well 
with my dissertation needs as well as the prevalent fashionable interpretive agendas of the day. 1 Yet, my 
pleasure at reading the novel was because it was about home. As I sorted through my post-colonial 
traumas in small-town North America, the novel named the streets of Calcutta that I had grown up in. So 
much for missing home. A few years later, I came to London. This time, my partner and I used The 
Shadow Lines as a precious tour guide to 'ethnic' London. We meticulously charted out our forty-five 
minute tube journey from Wood Green to Brick Lane in quest not only of the Sylheti-accented Bengali that 
Ghosh's novel promised, but to assure ourselves of the existence of postcolonial London. 
This journal article is available in Kunapipi: https://ro.uow.edu.au/kunapipi/vol21/iss2/6 
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When I first read The Shadow Lines, l was a graduate student in the US, 
battling through the maze of too-much-theory, multiple fraught subject 
positions and the various options for post-colonial mimicry. As a novel 
about border-crossings, hybrid subjects and post-colonial travels, The 
Shadow Lines fitted very well with my dissertation needs as well as the 
prevalent fashionable interpretive agendas of the day. 1 Yet, my pleasure at 
reading the novel was because it was about home. As I sorted through my 
post-colonial traumas in small-town North America, the novel named the 
streets of Calcutta that I had grown up in. So much for missing home. A 
few years later, I came to London. This time, my partner and I used The 
Shadow Lines as a precious tour guide to 'ethnic' London. We 
meticulously charted out our forty-five minute tube journey from Wood 
Green to Brick Lane in quest not only of the Sylheti-accented Bengali that 
Ghosh's novel promised, but to assure ourselves of the existence of post-
colonial London. A few weeks later, we discovered Turnpike Lane, a ten-
minute walk from where we lived, with all the varieties of fish, Bollywood 
'masala' and spinach that we could find in a Calcutta bazaar. In a sense, 
we were replicating the desires of the unnamed narrator in the novel who 
attempts to match the cartography of London with the s tories that he has 
been told. While, for the narrator, this becomes a way of affirming the 
value of 'imagining with precision', of coming 'home' to what is supposed 
to be foreign, for us it was an attempt at warding off the loneliness of being 
in yet another foreign city, a desire to 'know' more than the routes which 
the A to Z delineated. Depending on where I was reading from, then, The 
Shadow Lines made me 'imagine' home through a nostalgic remembering 
as well as' discover' the post-colonial London that I had read about. 
This essay will examine the itineraries of story-telling in The Shadow 
Lines and ask questions about the responsibilities and consequences of 
worlds mapped and traversed through stories. Set up as a novel of family 
tales, the narrative line is filtered through the unnamed narrator's 
recollections of other people's stories, especially his uncle Tridib's. The 
narrator's early vision of the world is formed by the glimpses of far-off 
places that he gets from Tridib's anecdotes. This world-view feeds on the 
wonder of remote places, wonderful if only because of their remoteness, as 
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he drifts in and out of his surroundings in Gole Park or Southern Avenue 
(in Calcutta) to the imaginary London detailed for him through Tridib's 
fragments. The little boy seeks an identification with the uncle he hero-
worships through a world where borders are permeable, and their 
crossing easy yet adventurous. The bourgeois life the narrator leads in his 
upwardly mobile family with its strong sense of locale which remains 
static and safe, lends a foil to this quilted cartography. He hoards the 
tidbits of Tridib' s memory and narrativizes his voyeuristic consumption by 
detailing, in a map-maker's meticulous manner, the spaces of wartime 
London, for example. As the novel proceeds, there is a gradual etching in 
of the ways in which the sweep of his vision gets marked up for divisions 
- divisions of mundaneness, of war, of religion and gender and a growing 
up to the responsibilities of stories that refuse to let his imaginings 
transcend them. 
The narrative organizes itself through a self-conscious juxtaposition of 
various spaces, the most significant of which are Calcutta, London and 
Dhaka. For the narrator and his middle-class family, travel to London is 
far easier than the one beyond the 'looking-glass border' (p. 228), between 
Dhaka and Calcutta. As the text focuses on the painful consequences of 
these 'shadow lines' in the second section of the novel labelled 'Coming 
Home', I want to explore the implications of possible and 1m possible border-
crossings in the novel. I want to contend that the question of belonging and 
identity gets curiously displaced. Rather than focus on the immigrant's 
unbelonging in a first-world metropolis, the novel highlights the post-
colonial trauma of the impossibility of going home to a place that has been 
defined as foreign, beyond the border, 'Pakistan'. As the 'Coming Home' 
section of the novel seems to agonize over the consequences of a home 
that is no longer home, I want to contextualize this alienation in terms of 
the relatively easy crossing to London and ask questions of the unnamed 
narrator and his insistence on freeing London for 'invention'. I will focus 
specifically on the role that London, first as remote, desired space and 
later as discovered metropolis plays in problematizing the relationship 
between told stories and untold histories. 
The novel begins with a specific historical naming of time and place, of the 
London that the narrator must 'invent' many times over before he 
physically arrives there: 
In 1939, thirteen years before I was born, my father' s aunt, Mayadebi, went to 
England with her husband and her son, Tridib. (p. 3) 
When he arrives in London in the late 70s,2 carrying the baggage of his 
imagined memories of the London of 1939, he meticulously traces the 
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routes of Tridib's wartime memories. He zealously tracks down the 
locations associated with the Prices (family friends who the young Tridib 
had stayed with) and is proud that he knows their 44, Lymington Road, 
Hampstead address on 'page 43, square 2' of the A to Z'by heart' (p. 57). 
So transfixed is he by the Tridib tour guide that he is 'bored' when his 
cousin lla points to the used-clothes stalls and the vegetable market at 
Covent Garden until he accidentally discovers the old office of the Left 
Book Club where Alan Treswasen, Mrs Price's brother, had worked before 
the war. What seems like a 'musty old office' to lla means much more to 
him 'for having seen it first through Tridib's eyes' (p. 31). The contrast 
between his and Ila' s ways of experiencing London appears again when 
she mocks his reaction to the Underground as he 'gulped in the 
netherworld smell of electricity and dampness and stale deodorant' with 
'For God's sake stop carrying on like a third-world tapioca farmer - it's 
just the bloody Underground' (p. 21). 
The narrator's response is typical of the many ways in which he justifies 
and valorizes his version of London over Jla' s: 
I could not persuade her that a place does not exist, that it has to be invented 
in one's imagination; that her practical, bustling London was no less invented 
than mine, neither more nor less true, only very far apart. (p. 21) 
The narrator's faith in invented places derives, of course, from Tridib's 
dictum that one 'could not see without inventing what we saw'. For, if 
one didn't do so actively, one 'would never be free of other people's 
inventions'. What can we infer, then, from Tridib's 'invention' of the 
London that the narrator inherits and treasures? 
I wanted to know England not as I saw her, but in her finest hour - every 
place chooses its own, and to me it did not seem an accident that England had 
chosen hers in a war. (p. 57) 
This unquestioning endorsement of England's 'finest hour' reads like a 
parody of England's mythic exaltation of itself as a country that had saved 
the world but lost an Empire because of the war. The adult narrator 
exclaims the above while on a one-year academic research stint at the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, to study 'the textile trade between 
India and England in the nineteenth century' (pp. 13-14). How does one 
make sense of this earnest identification with the glories of wartime 
England by a student of colonial history? 
~he only other character in the novel who espouses an enthusiasm for 
war-time places is his grandmother, but she is declared a fascist by lla and 
defended as a typical middle-class woman with average right-wing desires 
by Tridib. Ironically, it is she who elsewhere in the novel extends the 
narrator's thesis by her emphatic corollary that those who live in England 
have earned the right to do so with blood: 
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They know they' re a nation because they've drawn their borders with blood 
... their churches are lined with memorials to men who died in wars .... War is 
their religion. That's what it takes to make a country (p. 76) 
In this variety of England and London, ' IIa has no right to live there'. 
Citizenship or belonging hinges not on political participation- Ila 'spends 
her spare time going on demonstrations in east London, and acting in 
radical plays for Indian immigrants' (p. 78) - but on the invocation of 
rivers of blood, real or imagined. Using the grandmother as an example, 
Meenakshi Mukherjee writes: 
The Shadow Lines obviously questions the idea of nationhood that is 
consolidated through the baptism of wars or coercive apparatus.3 
While critics have written about this questioning of nationalism in the 
novel in relation to sub-continental politics, they have tended to ignore the 
nationalist references to England because of the narrative's Jack of direct 
commentary on it. While allusions to England's colonial past litter the text 
in the form of questions and asides, they are never taken up directly by 
the narrator. In contrast, the violence of border-crossings in the sub-
continent as a result of competing nationalisms is deliberated upon at 
length as he painfully learns the cost of the intersection of private lives 
and public histories. 
The narrator makes a case often enough for his imagined London not 
needing to be reined in by the obstacles of history. Here is another typical 
exchange with lla: 
But I am free, she said laughing. 
You're lucky, I answered. I'm not: at least in London. 
Why? she asked, draining her whisky. Because of the Raj? 
I began to laugh. And then, because I knew she had forgotten, I tried to 
recall for her how, when we were eight-year-old-children, she herself had once 
invented London for me. (p. 31) 
The above, yet again, seems to suggest both a dichotomy and a validation 
of story over history. In another context and location, when May Price 
visits Calcutta, the narrator enthusiastically displays the huge, expensive 
table that Tridib's grandfather had bought from a Crystal Palace exhibition 
in the 1890s because he couldn't 'resist it' . On seeing the table, May 
exclaims her outrage at this sign of colonial collusion and class politics: 
'Why did he bring this back, for God's sake? she cried. Why this 
worthless bit of England; why something so utterly useless?' (p. 48). Her 
politically-correct exclamation undermines the narrator's magical, 
childhood association with it, 'it seemed impossible to me to think of that 
table as an object like any other, with a price and a provenance' (p. 48). 
For, it was under this table that Ila had invented London for him when 
they were 'eight-year-old-children'. But even as early as that, he had 
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known that Ila had enacted the racism that she had encountered in a 
Hampstead school through the blonde, blue-eyed doll Magda (who is hurt 
and abused and called 'Bloody wog, nig-nog' as she is walking back from 
her imaginary school) while they were playing 'Houses' under the table. 
The disavowal of the Raj's role and the redemption of the invention of 
that London becomes doubly ironic in the context of these contradictions 
being enacted under the shade of a massive, disused colonial relic. 
In his essay 'Inventions of the Other', Jacques Derrida explores the 
meanings invoked by the word invention, the particularity of the event of 
invention, and its socially consensual legitimation as invention: 
(An invention] will receive its status of invention ... to the extent that this 
system of socialization of the invented thing will be protected by a system of 
conventions that will ensure for it at the same time its recording in a common 
history, its belonging to a culture: to a heritage, a lineage, a pedagogical 
tradition, a discipline, a chain of generations. Invention begins by being 
susceptible to repetition, exploitation, reinscription. 4 
Thus, it is the iterability of the invention that founds practice, and it is in 
the domain of repeated practices that a social habitat is formed. So, the 
fulfilment of the tempting desire to 'be free of other people's inventions' is 
of course fraught with the possibility of its entrapment within the cycle of 
the utterance and iterability of invention itself. As the narrator echoes 
Tridib's claim that: 
everyone lives in a story, he says, my grandmother, my father, his father, 
Lenin, Einstein, and lots of other names I hadn' t heard of; they all lived in 
stories, because stories are all there are to live in, it was just a question of 
which one you choose (p. 179) 
he seems to be making a statement about equal, egalitarian subjects who 
can envision, construct, imagine their respective geographies (a place has 
to be invented) or histories (depends on which story you choose). Such 
choices are more freely available, of course, to the privileged travellers 
from the narrator's family who don't have to stumble at the doorposts of 
British immigration offices. Even though he wishes to soar on the flights 
of invention, these flights become available to him through a particular 
cultural milieu, a context which makes it possible for him to hold on to his 
inventions as precious. 
The status of invention, however, itself makes it apparent that there are 
irrevocable limitations to the free market of choices and inventions that the 
narrative can provide access to. Indeed, the narrative line complicates the 
possibilities of such freedoms. For even at the private sphere, despite his 
story-telling ploys of inventing and re-inventing, even though there are 
several voices he glides in and out of, the narrator bases his view of the 
wide world on the twin pillars of his unde Tridib' s and his cousin lla' s 
experiences, frequently setting them against each other, not just in 
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opposition, but as hierarchical. Despite his realization of multiple points of 
view and the possibility and necessity for different readings of experiential 
data, he idolizes and prefers Tridib's methodology, fusing details with 
imagination, viewing it as superior to the immediacy of Ila's more 
interactive ways of knowing. The narrator in his adulation of Tridib is 
imprisoned within the latter's world-view, his 'invention'. Ila, on the 
other hand, remains embedded, reinscribed into his infatuated invention, 
with only fleeting passages where he acknowledges the myriad ways in 
which he undermines her positions. 
The safety-net of the 'Going Away' section of the novel, with all its 
sweep of vision and equal access to global spaces falls apart in the 
narrator's 'Coming Home' as Tridib, the adored story-teller is brutally 
killed in Dhaka, cut down by the horrors of the religious lines drawn 
across maps and between people. In the novel, it is within the sub-
continent that the proximities of space get negated, transformed by 
historical events in time, into insurmountable and painful distances. While 
the narrator laughs at the invocation of the Raj in a quote mentioned 
earlier, that history is obviously crucially implicated in the etching of the 
'shadow lines' that divide the subcontinent. 
Tridib's death makes the narrator reflect on how in the four thousand 
years of recorded history, Calcutta and Dhaka had not been 'more closely 
bound to each other than after they had drawn their lines' (p. 228). Left 
unstated is the history that engendered such a 'state of war'. Just as the 
narrator invokes the war as a definitive self-image of England, he sets up 
the self-othered images across the 'looking-glass border' of the post-
colonial sub-continent as crucial. The violence that overtakes his family in 
the latter part of the novel which seems far-removed from London is 
inextricably linked to its imperial past. Even as these parallel histories are 
spun out, why does the narrative hold its silence about their intersections? 
How does one read this silence in a novel that actually comments on its 
own silences? As he declares his inability to write about Tridib's death, the 
narrator comments, 'Every word that I write about those events of 1964 is 
the product of a struggle with silence' (p. 213). I want to, now, cast these 
announced and unannounced silences against each other and think 
through the possible implications for Ghosh's narrative. 
II 
After Tridib's death, the narrator's father made him promise that he 
would not mention the death to anybody, that he had died in an 'accident' 
in Dhaka. Years later, when he discovers that Tridib must have left for 
Dhaka the day before communal violence erupted in East Pakistan, he 
wonders why his father, a 'practical', 'cautious' man, did not prevent him 
from leaving. Looking through the newspapers immediately before the 
day of the riots, he finds no trace of the forthcoming tragedy in the 
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Calcutta papers, even though he remembers his father saying that he was 
glad they had gone away from Calcutta, for there was 'going to be trouble' 
there (p. 189). When he asked his father about the nature of the 'trouble': 
My mother gave him a frown and a quick shake of the head, so he turned me 
around, pointed at the plane and said: Nothing. Nothing that you would 
understand. (p. 189) 
Whether it be in the agonized puzzlement at the newspapers' silent 
treatment of the 'stirrings', or in his recollection of his father's insistence 
on his agreement in keeping the circumstances around Tridib's death 
cloaked under the normalcy of an 'accident', the narrator highlights the 
consensual complicities that force silences to emerge.5 According to Pierre 
Bourdieu: 
the most successful ideological effects are those which have no need of words, 
and ask no more than complicitous silence.6 
In Ghosh's construction of the narrative of The Shadow Lines, what is 
emphasized is that the enforced silences in the text are important in 
inducing the sense of spatial-national cohesion of an 'imagined 
community'. According to Suvir Kaul, the silences that the narrator 
uncovers are 'not contingent or accidental, but are consHtutive of the 
nature of Indian modernity' .7 The correlation between communal identities 
and nationalisms in the Indian sub-continent indicates the centrality in 
Ghosh's text of the silences that form the kernel of a conception of nation. 
Set up against this, how do we read the silences that are not so 
painstakingly traced, collated and explicated in the novel? If the silences in 
Ghosh's text are the conduits through which the notions of community or 
nation get mobilized, what kinds of complicities is the narrator implicated 
in by his refusal to articulate the connections between stories and histories 
in relation to London? The articulations, as I have shown, are there, 
through other voices and asides. Ila' s and May's questions, the 
grandmother's interjections about wars and nations are uttered, but then 
deliberately and wilfully set aside by the narrator. In a sense, these other 
voices serve to undermine the grand sweep of his vision, and expose the 
cost (quite literally, when May names the question of the price of the table 
bought at the Imperial Exhibition at Crystal Palace) of and responsibility 
for stories. But, in another sense, they also seem to state the obvious -the 
cliches about the role of the Raj etc. The narrator registers surprise 
whenever the colonial framework is juxtaposed against his invention of 
London, but not because he does not know it, but because he chooses not 
to speak of it . 
.,. One could also frame the narrator's choice in another way. Towards the 
end of the 'Going A way' section of the novel, Ila informs him that the 
landmark events of history take place in the West - wars, revolutions, 
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anti-fascist struggles - events that the rest of the (Third) world looks up at 
for inspiration and guidance, while 'nothing really important happens 
there' except 'of course famines and riots and disasters' (p. 102). Does the 
narrator as 'chronicle' then set out to articulate the status of Other(ed) 
histories, 'the silence of voiceless events in a backward world' (p. 102)? In 
that case, is the colonialist script in its fragmented enunciations available 
in the novel as an always-already discourse that does not need further 
coherence and elaboration? 
So, what kind of a post-colonial novel has Amitav Ghosh written? By 
not focusing obviously on the colonial project, he turns away from the 
novel of Empire with its ambivalences towards colonialism in the tradition 
of Kipling and Forster. Neither does he write the immigrant's novel which 
explores the complexities of belonging and identity in the mother country. 
Ghosh's unnamed narrator docs not discover a post-colonial subjectivity 
once he comes to London. He has, in fact, grown up in the shadow of 
London - in the stories he hears, in the journeys he undertakes, and the 
riots he sees, on the streets of Calcutta. 
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